
 

The Vengeance Producer Suite - Avenger v1.2.2 can help you to produce any type of music, be it electronic, rock, dance, or
classical. It is a powerful software with an intuitive interface that enables you to create your mix in an innovative way. The GUI
has four color-coded levels so that the user's needs are easily met without too much difficulty in understanding the interactions
between their MIDI devices and software settings. Avenger is a MIDI and audio sequencer and much more. It's a powerful
software with an intuitive interface and enables you to create your mix in an innovative way. The GUI has four color-coded
levels so that the user's needs are easily met without too much difficulty in understanding the interactions between their MIDI
devices and software settings. If you're looking for a tool to help you plan your compositions, record your tracks, or mix down,
this is the tool for you. - You can record audio and MIDI performance. You can even record your own sound files and add them
to your audio track in the sequencer itself. - 10 different modulation, FX and time effect sources with modulation, mod wheel
and pitch bend controls. - 60+ of the most popular instruments ready to play! - New Cubase 5 compatible VST plugins: VSTi
Instruments - Voice Changer, Drum Synth, SFZ Sampler, WOW effects/synth/drum machine etc.. - VSTi Effects -
Compressor/Limiter, 3D/Ping Pong Delay ... - VST effects from the Cubase 5 project's FX rack. - You can load and use your
own VST plugins. - Seamless looping - You can set the loop range to any time position. - New Feature: Pitch Bend Sensitivity -
When the track is in record mode, press [Pitch Bend] from your MIDI keyboard and change from -24 semitones to 0 semitones,
while you play the keyboard. This way you can change the performance's pitch modulation while recording! - New Feature:
Modulation Wheel Sensitivity - When a track is in record mode, press [Modulation Wheel] from your MIDI keyboard and
change from 0 to 100%, while you play the keyboard. This way you can change the performance's modulation while recording! -
Transpose function - While the track is in record mode, you can transpose the performance up and down while playing
keyboard. - Record and overdub operations - you can change the settings while recording, after recording and while
overdubbing. - You can copy and paste samples by clicking [Copy] or [Paste]. - You can export your recorded performances to
various file formats (Wave, MP3), including cubase sampler presets. - MIDI timing grid - click on the main window's title bar to
activate/deactivate it. Vengeance Producer Suite - Avenger v1.2.2 download
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